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Aug.2, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Rebecca Gevedon of Ezel represented Morehead State University's
Educational Talent Search Program at the National Council of Educational Opportunity Associations'
. (NCEOA) Seventh Annual National Student Leadership Congress in Washington, D.C., this summer.
This program is held annually for high school students participating in the federally funded TRIO
programs nationwide.
Gevedon ·said the experience has helped her get a better understanding of how our government
operates. While in the nation's capitol, she joined other TRIO student representatives for a Mock
Congress which she describes as "interesting to see." The 17-year-old participated in sponso~ing a bill
about financial aid. "It wasn't easy deciding who should get the money," she said.
During her trip, Gevedon stayed on the American University campus, rode the Metro to and from
destinations and participated in workshops based on the program's theme of conuimnity service, diversity
awareness and political awareness. While she was there five days, this did not allow enough free time to
see everything.
"We had so many scheduled activities but I did meet a lot of new people," Gevedon said, noting
that the program included attendees from Hawaii, Puerto Rico and an Indian reservation. Among tli.ose
places she visited were the White House, the Capitol, Lincoln Memorial and Vietnam Memorial.
While on Capitol Hill, the Morgan County High School senior had the opportunity to visit with
members of Congress. Sen. Mitch McConnell arranged for the Kentucky delegation to meet in his office
conference room for discussion and photographs.
To encourage the young people to get involved, each delegate volunteered for a community
service project. Gevedon spent her time at the Washington Home, a nursing care facility. Even though
she has not yet decided on a career choice, she knows it will be doing something where she can "help
people."
Graduating from high school is the next step for Gevedon who is working as a cashier in a local
grocery store and waiting for school to start.
Gevedon, daughter of Danny and J anise Gevedon, was nominated to be a student representative to
the conference by Hillary Lewis, a counselor with MSU's Talent Search Program. "She is a smart girl
and this certainly will be an educational advantage for her," Lewis said.
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Aug. 2, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD Ky.---Rick Kelley, musical entertainer and comedian, will appear at
Morehead State University's Breckinridge Auditorium on Tuesday, Aug. 13, at 9:15p.m.
The performance is free and open to the public.
Kelley combines Motown, rhythm and blues favorites, comedy and audience interaction to
present what has been described as a "high-powered and fun-packed" evening. He has been
voted the top single musical entertainer on college campuses four times, NACA Coffee House
Entertainer of the Year in 1994, and Campus Activities Today's 1993 best male performer and
1995 best solo performer.
Recently three of Kelley's original recordings were included in separate "Red Shoe
Diaries" episodes which airs on Showtime. Concert-goers may hear songs by such performers as
Smokey Robinson, Wilson Pickett, Marvin Gaye and The Temptations when attending one of his
shows.
Additional infonriation is available by calling (606) 783-2071.
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Aug.5, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Student Government Association and
Student Activities

Coun~il

will sponsor a "Laser Storm" on Wednesday, Aug. 14, from 4 to

10 p.m. in Button Drill Room.
The latest in touring attractions, the storm allows teams of up to six players to play a
high-tech game of hide and seek. An electronic scoreboard tallies the number of laser hits and
the team with the highest score is the winner.
The event is free and open to the public.
Additional information is available by calling (606) 783-2071.
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Power comes from many sources and some Morehead State
University students are hoping the power of the sun will help them win the race.
Students in MSU' s College of Science and Technology are building a solar electric vehicle
for "Sunrayce 97" which will take place next June. During a 10 day period, the car must travel
the approximately 1,200 miles from Indianapolis, Ind., to Colorado Springs, Colo.
Sunrayce 97, a biennial collegiate solar car race, is sponsored by the Department of
Energy, General Motors Corporation and Electronic Data Systems to promote student interest in
developing new technologies. MSU is the only Kentucky school entered in the race.
This is the first time the University has participated in such a venture, according to
Rodney Stanley, associate professor of electricityI electronics and faculty adviser. "For this
project, the students are putting into practical application all those theories they learned in the
classroom."
This has been a non-stop project for the students since the proposal was accepted, Stanley
said. "They designed the car, tested materials and worked on securing whatever is needed," he
said.
In addition to following predetermined regulations for the actual car which has already
been named "Miracle '99," students from several areas are lending their expertise. Looking at
the terrain to be covered, design of the car to get the most from solar power and which materials
will hold up best in the climate were among the considerations of the various majors. In
addition, students in MSU' s Department of Human Sciences will design uniforms for the driver
and support team.
"The winner will be the car with the fastest time during the entire race," Stanley said. In
past races, 45 miles per hour has been the average speed.
Actual building of the car, which began with a prototype, started during Summer I.
While the qualifying race isn't until early next year, the students hope to have a showing on
campus this fall and plan to host a booth at the State Fair.
(MORE)

Solar Car
2-2-2-2-2
"There is still a lot of work to be done," said Brandy Home, Paintsville senior graphic
communications major who is responsible for public relations and fund raising efforts. "We are
accepting volunteers to help. "
For those who want to give more than their time, contributions may be made to the MSU
Foundation, Inc., Home added. Because the estimated cost ofthe project is more than $150,000,
fundraising plans include allowing individuals to adopt a solar cell, complete with a certificate,
for a minimum $30 donation.
Other students who are team leaders for "Miracle 99" are: John Pelfrey, West Liberty
junior and industrial technology major; James Banks, Whitesburg sophomore graphics
communication major; Shauna McFarland, Dover senior construction and mining major, and
Michael Combs, Dwarf senior electricity and electronics major. Dr. Ronald Spangler, associate
professor of graphic communications, also is an adviser for the project.
Additional information is available from Stanley at (606) 783-2427.
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MSU STUDENTS ARE BUILDING A SOLAR CAR
Students in Morehead State University's College of Science and Technology are building a solar
electric car for "Sunrayce 97" which is set to begin June 17 and run from Indianapolis, Ind., to
Colorado Springs, Colo. Showing a model of the car, "Miracle '99" in its early stages are
Rodney Stanley, associate professor of electricityI electronics and faculty adviser for the project,
and Brandy Home, Paintsville senior graphics communication major and one of the team leaders.
The car must be ready for a test run early next year. The only university in the state to be
entered in the competition, MSU is participating in the race for the first time.
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook)
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has announced that Tiffany Sommer
Charles of Ashland is among those students receiving a Music Scholarship for the fall semester.
Charles, daughter of Chuck D. Charles, is a graduate of Paul G. Blazer High School. She
studied music under the direction of Eddie Pritchard.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship and academic record and are awarded in
all areas of performance as well as in theory/composition, according to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the student maintains a 2. 75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available from MSU's Department of
Music at (606) 783-2473.
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has announced that Daniel Reardon of
Danville is among those students receiving a Music Scholarship for the fall semester.
Reardon, son of Kenneth and Minnie Reardon, is a graduate of Boyle County High
School. He studied music under the direction of Tom Case of Harrodsburg.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship and academic record and are awarded in
all areas of performance as well as in theory/composition, according to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the student maintains a 2. 75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available from MSU's Department of
Music at (606) 783-2473.
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IM:MEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has announced that Julia Graepel, an
exchange student from Germany, is among those students receiving a Music Scholarship for the
fall semester.
Graepel, daughter of Ursula Graepel of Germany, is a graduate of Bullitt Central High
School. She studied music under the direction Mike Stites of Shepherdsville.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship and academic record and are awarded in
all areas of performance as well as in theory/composition, according to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the student maintains a 2. 75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available from MSU's Department of
Music at (606) 783-2473.
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has announced that Michael Halfhill and
Jimmy Daryl Shepherd of Prestonsburg, graduates of Prestonsburg High School, are among
those students receiving a Music Scholarship for the fall semester.
Halfhill, son of Michael Halfhill, Sr., studied music under the direction of Elizabeth
Frazier of Prestonsburg.
Shepherd, son of Jim and Judy Shepherd, studied music under the direction of Keith
Coleman of Prestonsburg.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship and academic record and are awarded in
all areas of performance as well as in theoryI composition, according to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music· chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the student maintains a 2. 75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available from MSU's Department of
Music at (606) 783-2473.
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has announced that Gena Kay Livingood
of Crittenden is among those students receiving a Music Scholarship for the fall semester.
Livingood, daughter of Gene and Kay Livingood, is a graduate of Grant County High
School. She studied music under the direction of Duane Crowe.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship and academic record and are awarded in
all areas of performance as well as in theory/composition, according to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the student maintains a 2. 75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available from MSU's Department of
. Music at (606) 783-2473.
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has announced that Kyle Dixon of
Greenup, Jason P. Wiley of Flatwoods and Bryan N. Vallandingham of South Shore are among
those students receiving a Music Scholarship for the fall semester.
Dixon, son of Lynne Wilson Dixon, and Wiley, son of Linda S. Wiley, are graduates of
Russell High School. They studied music under the direction of Lee A. Kearns of Russell.
Vallandingham, son of Harold and Paula Vallandingham, is a graduate of Greenup County
High School. He studied music under the direction of Terry Thompson of Flatwoods.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship and academic record and are awarded in
all areas of performance as well as in theory/composition, according to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the student maintains a 2. 75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available from MSU's Department of
Music at (606) 783-2473.
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has announced that Chris Morrow of

Radcliff is among those students receiving a Music Scholarship for the fall semester.
Morrow, a graduate of North Hardin High School, studied music under the direction of
Chuck Campbell of Radcliff.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship and academic record and are awarded in
all areas of performance as well as in theory/composition, according to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the student maintains a 2. 75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available from MSU's Department of
Music at (606) 783-2473.
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has announced that David Herrington of
Cynthiana is among those students receiving a Music Scholarship for the fall semester.
Herrington, son of Fred and Juanita Herrington, is a graduate of Harrison County High
School. He studied music under the direction of Arnie Kincaid of Cynthiana.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship and academic record and are awarded in
all areas of performance as well as in theoryI composition, according to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the student maintains a 2. 75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available from MSU's Department of
Music at (606) 783-2473.
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--- Morehead State University has announced that Scott A. Siebel and
James M. Sykes of Louisville are among those-'students receiving a Music Scholarship for the fall
semester.
Siebel, son of May Siebel, is a graduate of South Oldham High School. He studied under
the direction of Jan Gibson of Crestwood who was his choral director.
Sykes, son of Rose M. Sykes, is a graduate of Louisville Male High School. He studied
music under the direction of Nan Moore of Louisville.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship and academic record and are awarded in
all areas of performance as well as in theory/composition, according to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the student maintains a 2. 75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available from MSU' s Department of
Music at (606) 783-2473.
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has announced that Heather D. Brown of
West Van Lear is among those students receiving a Music Scholarship for the fall semester.

Brown, daughter of John and Diana Brown, is a graduate of Paintsville High School. She
studied music under the direction of C. Evert Windland, Jr., of Paintsville.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship and academic record and are awarded in
all areas of performance as well as in theory/composition, according to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the student maintains a 2. 75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available from MSU's Department of
Music at (606) 783-2473.
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has announced that Elizabeth Marie
Mathis of Independence is among those students receiving a Music Scholarshlp for the fall
semester.
Mathis, daughter of Ben and Cindy Mathis, is a graduate of Boone County High School.
She studied music under the direction of Tom McCauley of Cincinnati.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship and academic record and are awarded in
all areas of performance as well as in theory/composition, according to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the student maintains a 2. 75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available from MSU's Department of
Music at (606) 783-2473.
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has announced that Shaun R. Popp of
Sassafras is among those students receiving a Music Scholarship for the fall semester.
Popp, son of Raymond and Sharon Popp, is a graduate of Knott County Central High
School. He studied music under the direction of Robert Saylor of Hindman.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship and academic record and are awarded in
all areas of performance as well as in theory/composition, according to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the student maintains a 2. 75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available from MSU's Department of
Music at (606) 783-2473.
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·Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--- Morehead State University has announced that Chi Wai Kam, an
exchange student from Hong Kong, and H. Wayne Coots of London are among those students
receiving a Music Scholarship for the fall semester.
Kam, daughter of Tong Muk Lan of Hong Kong, and Coots, son of Denver D. Coots, are
graduates of South Laurel High School.

Th~y

studied band under the direction of Timothy B.

Kennedy of London.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship and academic record and are awarded in
all areas of performance as well as in theory/composition, according to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the student maintains a 2.75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available from MSU's Department of
Music at (606) 783-2473.
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has auuounced that Sean Harris and
Tanunie Opell of Louisa, graduates of Lawrence County High School, are among those students
-receiving a Music Scholarship for the fall semester.
Harris; son of Michael and Debbie Harris, studied music under the direction of Jane Lowe
Davis. Opell, daughter of Eddy and Lola Opell studied under the direction of Jeff Ware.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship and academic record and are awarded in
all areas of performance as well as in theory/composition, accordirig to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the student maintains a 2. 75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available from MSU's Department of
Music at (606) 783-2473.
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has auuounced that Brian A. Silvey of
Maysville is among those students receiving a Music Scholarship for the fall semester.
Silvey, son of Allen L. Silvey, is a graduate of Mason County High School. He studied
music under the direction of Doug Calland of Maysville.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship and academic record and are awarded in
all areas of performance as well as in theory/composition, according to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the student maintains a 2. 75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available fromMSU's Department of
Music at (606) 783-2473.
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has announced that Rebecca A. May of

Brandenburg, Jeffrey N. Meador of Guston and Josh Schmidt of Tompkinsville, graduates of
Meade County High School, are among those students receiving a Music Scholarship for the fall
semester.
May, daughter of Dennis C. and Jacqueline A. May, and Meador, son of Michael G.
Meador, studied music under the direction of Bruce Soderstrom of Brandenburg.
Schmidt, son of Edward P. Schmidt, studied under the direction of Brent Burris of
Glasgow.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship and academic record and are awarded in
all areas of performance as well as in theory/composition, according to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the student maintains a 2. 75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available from MSU's Department of
Music at (606) 783-2473.
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD~ Ky.---Morehead State University has announced that Matthew M. Cockrell

of Mt. Sterling is among those students receiving a Music Scholarship for the· fall semester.
Cockrell, son of Starr Cockrell, is a graduate of Montgomery County High School. He
studied music under Chris Ulery of Mt. Sterling.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship and academic record and are awarded in
all areas of performance as well as in theory/composition, according to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the student maintains a 2. 75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available from MSU's Department of
Music at (606) 783-2473.
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has announced that Susan Renae Adams
of Hazard is among those students receiving a Music Scholarship for the fall semester.
Adams, daughter of Sharon Adams, is a graduate of Hazard High School. She studied
band under the direction of Pauletta Smith and chorus under the direction of Letha Patterson at
HHS and Diane Sexton, her choral director at church.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship and academic record and are awarded in

all areas of performance as well as in theory/composition, according to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the student maintains a 2. 75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available from MSU's Department of
Music at (606) 783-2473.
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.-- -Morehead State University has announced that Lilly Sullivan of
McCarr is among those stndents receiving a Music Scholarship for the fall semester.
Sullivan, daughter of Peggy Sullivan, is a graduate of Belfry High School.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship and academic record and are awarded in
all areas of performance as well as in theory/composition, according to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the stndent maintains a 2. 75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available from MSU's Department of
Music at (606) 783-2473.
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has announced that Olivia Evans of
Hillsboro and Amanda Sloas and Matt Taylor of Morehead are among those students receiving
Music Scholarships for the fall semester.
The students are all graduates of Rowan County Senior High School.
Evans, daughter of Donald and Kerry Evans, and Sloas, daughter of Laurie Lambert,
studied music under the direction of Alice Payton. Taylor, son of Paul Taylor, studied under the
direction of Leo Blair.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship and academic record and are awarded in
all areas of performance as well as in theory/composition, according to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the student maintains a 2. 75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available from MSU's Department of
Music at (606) 783-2473.
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has announced that Mindee DeLong of
Carroll, Ohio, is among those students receiving a Music Scholarship for the fall semester.
DeLong, daughter of David and Pamela DeLong, is a graduate of Bloom-Carrolllligh
School. She studied under the direction of Deborah Allen of Carroll.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship and academic record and are awarded in
all areas of performance as well as in theory/composition, according to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the student maintains a 2. 75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available from MSU's Department of
Music at (606) 783-2473.
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has announced that Melinda S. Pelphrey
of Columbus, Ohio, (Greenville Road 43223) is among those students receiving a Music
Scholarship for the fall semester.
Pelphrey, daughter of Sue D. Pelphrey, is a graduate of Franklin Heights High School.
She studied music.under the direction of Darrell Forren.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship and academic record and are awarded in
all areas of performance as well as in theory/composition, according to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the student maintains a 2. 75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available from MSU's Department of
Music at (606) 783-2473.
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University has announced that two Lawrence
County, Ohio, students are among those students receiving Music Scholarships for the fall
semester.
Receiving scholarships are Tracee Y. Blackstock of Ironton and Erin Sowards of Willow
Wood.
Blackstock, daughter of Jon Blackstock, is a graduate of Ironton High School. She
studied under the direction of William Rath of Ironton.
Sowards, daughter of Russell and Marilyn Sowards, is a graduate of Symmes Valley
Junior-Senior High School. She studied under the direction of Mike Pierce of Proctorville.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship and academic record and are awarded in
all areas of performance as well. as in theory/composition, according to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the student maintains a 2. 75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available from MSU's Department of
Music at (606) 783-2473.
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has announced that Sarah Weekley of
Miamisburg, Ohio, is among those students receiving a Music Scholarship for the fall semester.
Weekley, daughter of Ann M. Weekley, is a graduate of Miamisburg High School. She
studied music under the direction of Donald G. Davis of Miamisburg.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship and academic record and are awarded in
all areas of performance as well as in theory/composition, according to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the student maintains a 2. 75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available from MSU's Department of
Music at (606) 783-2473.
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--- Morehead State University has announced that Eugene M. Shubert
of Ashville, Ohio, is among those students receiving a Music Scholarship for the fall semester.
Shubert, son of Eugene and Susan Shubert, is a graduate of Teays Valley High School.
He studied music under the direction of Lawrence Miller of Lancaster.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship and academic record and are awarded in
all areas of performance as well as in theory/composition, according to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the student maintains a 2. 75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available from MSU's Department of
Music at (606) 783-2473.
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has announced that two Scioto County,
Ohio, students are among those students receiving a Music Scholarship for the fall semester.
The recipients are Nicholas Raye Basham of Franklin Furnace and Kristi Niner of

Minford.
Basham, son of David and Julia Basham, is a graduate of Green High School. He studied
under the direction of Christopher Jordon of Wheelersburg.
Niner, daughter of Ronald and Linda Niner, is a graduate of Minford High School. She
studied under the direction of Michelle Gleim of Lucasville.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship and academic record and are awarded in
all areas of performance as well as in theory/composition, according to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the student maintains a 2. 75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available from MSU's Department of
Music at (606) 783-2473.
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has announced that Christine M. Sterle of
Clyde, N.C., is among those students receiving a Music Scholarship for the fall semester.
Sterle, daughter of David and Madeleine Sterle, studied music under the direction of Time
Wise of Waynesville, N.C.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship and academic record and are awarded in
all areas of performance as well as in theory/composition, according to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the student maintains a 2. 75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available from MSU's Department of
Music at (606) 783-2473.
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has announced that three Indiana students
are among those receiving a Music Scholarship for the fall semester.
The recipients are:
William C. Kennedy of Chesterton, son of Thomas Kennedy. He studied music under
the direction of George Hattendorf of Chesterton.
Andrew P. Ling of Georgetown, son of JosephS. Ling. He studied under Harold D.
Yankee of Floyds Knobs.
T. Aaron Nicholson of West Baden, son of Tim aud Anita Nicholson. He studied baud
under Larry Burton of French Lick.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship aud academic record aud are awarded in
all areas of performance as well as in theory/composition, according to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the student maintains a 2. 75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available from MSU's Department of
Music at (606) 783-2473.
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University has announced that Joanna L. Gagnon
of Dolton, ill., is among those students receiving a Music Scholarship for the fall semester.
Gagnon, daughter of Craig and Judith Gagnon, studied music under the direction of Greg
Bimm of Chicago Heights.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship and academic record and are awarded in
all areas of performance as well as in theory/composition, according to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the student maintains a 2. 75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available from MSU's Department of
Music at (606) 783-2473.
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--- Morehead State University has announced that Doug Berner of
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, is among those students receiving a Music Scholarship for the fall
semester.
Berner, son of Bonnie-Faye Berner, studied music under the direction of Raymond Baril
of Edmonton.
Music scholarships are based upon musicianship and academic record and are awarded in
all areas of performance as well as in theory/composition, according to Dr. Christopher Gallaher,
Department of Music chair.
The scholarship is renewable for three years if the student maintains a 2. 75 grade point
average.
Additional information on Music Scholarships is available from MSU's Department of
Music at (606) 783-2473.
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Aug.6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.---"You know how when you're little, people ask you what you
want to be when you grow up?" asked Debi Horton. "When I was in the third grade, an
American Indian artist visited our class. I don't remember his name, but he did a painting
with colored sand. Something went off in me, and I knew from that moment that I wanted to
be an artist."
No one who knows Debi Horton could ever doubt that an artist is what she has become.
A versatile and talented visual artist in the media of pencil, charcoal, acrylics, oil, watercolor,
papier mache, and tile, she is in demand as a teacher and guest artist for workshops and
residencies. Not only is she a gifted artist in the traditional sense, she is also an artist at
storytelling, an artist at humor, and an artist in the living of her own life.
Now, she has completed her first semester as a student at Morehead State University.
But none of it has been easy. "I had a horrible, horrible time in school," she recalled.
Because of undiagnosed dyslexia, "I felt ignorant and backward. I couldn't do anything else
the other kids could do, but I could do art." High school art teacher Elise Patrick took an
interest in Debi and made sure she stayed in school. "She was the oilly one who took an
interest in me, except my mother, who kept at me with a big long stick," laughed Debi. "And
I want you to write that."
Russell McClanahan, one of the charter Kentucky Heritage Artists, has provided her
with much encouragement about her art work; she studied with him for four years. "I have
supported myself since then as an artist," she said, then quickly added, "and I about starved!"
She moved to West Liberty (where she still resides) in 1984, and began working in
elementary art for the Morgan County Board of Education. She has been artist in residence at
all of the elementary schools in the county and at Woodsbend Boys' Camp, as well as in
various schools in other nearby counties. She regularly conducts workshops for the local
Foothills Artists and the Wolfe County Arts Association.
(MORE)

Horton
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Yet many times she had been told, "You've GOT to go to college." She felt she could
not, for she was basically unable to read. But because of situations in both her professional
and her personal life, she knew it was time for a change.
Because of her learning disability, the Department of Vocational Rehabilitation offered
her a college education if she would go. "It was the challenge of a lifetime," she stated. "I
knew I'd be stupid not to go, but I was afraid."
She enrolled at MSU as a full-time student in the 1996 spring semester. She went to
her first class on her 39th birthday. "I had convinced myself that I was on the road to success,
then I walked into a classroom full of little teenagers with a professor 10 years younger than
me. That was intimidating. I had to work hard to maintain my goal, but I made the Dean's
list. My professors gave me that special attention that made it worthwhile."
The idea of taking English 101 (Composition I) filled her with trepidation. "I was very
afraid of this," she said, yet the class provided her with a second epiphany.
"The first night," she said (at the Licking Valley Extended Campus Center in West
Liberty), "the professor gave us a writing assignment about things in a book bag." She found
when the class began to share their writing that she hadn't done at all what the other students
had done. Instead of listing and describing the items in the book bag, she made up a story
about them, which she felt ashamed to read. "When I finished, the teacher, Marta Tomes,
stood up, pointed at me, and said, 'YOU are a writer!' Those words were powerful to me.
They rang throughout my body for weeks."
Tomes encouraged her to submit a narrative piece she had written for a class
assignment to lnscape, MSU's student literary magazine. It was accepted, and went on to win
second place in the creative nonfiction category.
In her English assignments as well as in the writing she continues to do on her own,
Debi searches through her past and writes about the experiences of her family members, to
preserve the stories. Many relate humorous instances involving her grandfather Levi
Brandenburg and her own childhood in Lee County.
(MORE)

Horton
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Debi and her husband Scott Horton have four sons in their family. Scott's son Will
Ramer is 17; Debi's son Trevor Combs is 16; and their sons Luther and Dylan Horton are six
and four, respectively. Despite her new role as a student, she remains active in her church
and in the Foothills Artists, of which she is a board member.
Through the years, Debi has learned to deal with her dyslexia, which is a learning
disorder defined as the impairment of the ability to read. "When I was 24 or 25, I saw a TV
program on dyslexia, and I had all the symptoms"--Debi has difficulty distinguishing right
from left, the words often jump off the page in paisley patterns, and she has a tendency to read
things backwards. "I can read 'ambulance' perfectly!" she laughed. And that is how she has
always coped, with her ready sense of humor. Her reading skills are now much improved.
She's found that wearing sunglasses while reading helps, as does avoiding certain fonts and
colored paper.
Debi Horton still doesn't know what she wants to be when she grows up, but she's
excited about the future. "Going back to school has opened a new window to the whole
world," she says. "I know now that there's more to life than pushing a paint brush."
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HORTON DISCOVERS A NEW WORLD
MSU srudent Debi Horton of West Liberty has discovered a new world through her college
education. She is shown here at the Appalachian Co-op Gallery in West Liberty with some of
her paintings and tile mosaics.
(MSU photo by Rebecca Bailey)
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Moving from the large city of Columbus, Ohio, to the small Eastern
Kentucky town of Denver, 10 minutes outside Paintsville, was quite a change, but for Dee
Burton, it was just the beginning. After years without a high school diploma, she earned a
General Education Development (GED) certification, returned to college and is now ready to start
her third semester at MSU's Big Sandy Extended Campus Center. These changes did not come
easily for the single mother of two.
Burton wanted to set an example for her daughters, Michelle, now 18, and Beth, now 16,
and work on improving her own life. She knew the only way to do that was to get an education.
By hooking a coat hanger to her old black and white television and hanging it out a window, she
was able to get KET so she could work on her GED. College was the next step.
Was she nervous? "Scared to death," she said. "I lived in a hollow, I was alone and I
didn't have a car." With lots of support from friends and family, she enrolled at Prestonsburg
Community College.
While a student at PCC, Burton met Dr. Margaret Lewis, director of the Big Sandy
Center, when she was working at the Center during registration.
Dr. Lewis thought highly of Burton's work ethic and her eagerness to help. "I was very
impressed," she said. "So I simply asked her when she was coming to Morehead State
University," she added, laughing.
It was Dr. Lewis who helped persuade her to come to the center. Burton is now working
on her Bachelor of Social Work degree. The advice she has for others going back to school after
a few years is simple: "Just don't be afraid."
For the last year-and-a-half, Burton has been working as a workstudy at the center,
including 35 hours a week during this summer. She hopes to continue to work in the fall while
taking four classes. "The school is great; the instmctors are great. It has really helped me come
out of my shell."
Dr. Lewis continues to speak highly of Burton, saying people should look up to her. "I
have the greatest admiration for her," she said. "She's an example, a role model, an inspirational
story."
Burton believes her degree and workstudy will really help prepare her for the work force.
Now, when asked what she thinks about her decision to go back to school, she said "it was the
best choice I could have ever made."
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Aug. 6, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Roma Prindle, assistant professor of music at Morehead State
University, has been chosen by the Kentucky Institute for International Studies (KIIS) to teach a
five-week summer program in Salzburg, Austria, in 1997.
Among the classes scheduled to be taught are courses in vocal literature, opera
performance, music history, theory, piano accompanying, chamber music and piano literature.
The program also includes opportunities for students to attend concerts in Salzburg and Vienna.
According to Prindle, students do not have to be currently enrolled at a KIIS school in
order to qualify for admission to the program. The program will allow students to receive credit
towards undergraduate or graduate degrees which will transfer to the student's school.
The deadline for registration is Feb. 1, 1997. Additional information is available from
Prindle at (606) 783-2481 or through E-mail at r.prindle@morehead-st.edu.
KIIS, a consortium formed by 12 Kentucky universities and colleges, coordinates
study-abroad programs that allows students to examine various aspects of international cultures
and gain opportunities for independent learning travel while abroad.
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Aug. 7, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Like millions of others nationwide, Morehead State University
students are gearing up for a new semester of classes and looking for opportunities to make new
friends while learning something new.
Residence halls will open for upperclassmen on Wednesday, Aug. 14, at 8 a.m. with
registration for the fall term set for Thursday and Friday, Aug. 15 and 16, from 10 a.m. until
6 p.m. Students will be admitted to the tuition/fees paying area in the Crager Room, Adron
Doran University Center based on classification and an alphabetical listing.
Registration also will be conducted at the University's extended campus centers during the
same two days: Ashland, Aug. 15, 10 a.m.-7 p.m., and Aug. 16, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.; Big Sandy
and Licking Valley as well as the Appalachian Graduate Consortium, Aug. 15, 8 a.m.-7 p.m. and
Aug. 16, 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Students may register for classes at Maysville, Mt. Sterling and Whitesburg on Aug. 15,
from 5 to 7 p.m. only. In Jackson, the hours are 4 to 7 p.m. on Aug. 15 only .
. All MSU classes, including evening and off-campus, begin on Monday, Aug. 19.
Entering freshmen will move into the residence halls on Monday, Aug. 12. On the
agenda for the newcomers is an orientation program, entitled "First Steps to Success" which
begins at 7 p.m. that day and continues through Wednesday, Aug. 14.

.

The program is designed to prepare new students for college life, according to Madonna
Weathers, director of Student Development. During the three days, students will hear from
several motivational speakers, complete an entrance survey, have ·their I.D. made and complete
the business portion of the registration process.
Before hitting the textbooks, students may want to make new friends and renew old
acquaintances at some fun events. The lineup inciudes: Aug. 12, College Carnival Challenge,
Fields Lawn, 5-11 p.m.; Aug. 13, entertainer Rick Kelley, Button Auditorium, 8 p.m.; Aug. 14,
Laser Storm," Button Drill Room, 4-10 p.m., and Aug. 14, comedian Wil, Button Auditorium,
9:15p.m. The entertainment, which is free to MSU students with a valid I. D. card, will
continue throughout the year with a variety of programs guaranteed to provide comic relief.
(MORE)

Back to School
2-2-2-2-2

An annual event, the University-wide street dance and ice cream fest is slated for Sunday,
Aug. 18, from 8 untilll p.m.
All students will have the opportunity for cultural enrichment as the riew year progresses.

The Department of Music has scheduled numerous faculty and student recitals; the Department of

Art and Kentucky Folk Art Center will offer exhibits, and theatre students have scheduled five
performances for the coming year.
For the gports enthusiast, there are football, volleyball and men's and women's basketball
games to be enjoyed from the sideline. If it's participation one desires, there are intramural
sports that include billiards, badminton, softball, horseshoes and bowling.
Colleges also are a place to hone one's leadership skills. MSU offers fraternities and
sororities, honor societies and the Student Government Association which are all looking for new
members ..
Students making a return visit to campus will see the newly-renovated Lappin Hall which
is now open for classes, a new entrance area in the Camden-Carroll Library, and for the health
conscious, a new Wellness Center will be opening in early September.
As the semester moves along, the University will host students' relatives at Family
Weekend, Sept. 26-29, and former students for Homecoming, Oct. 25-27.
For those who would like to be a part of MSU' s fall schedule and have not yet registered,
MSU's Office of Admissions may be reached by calling toll-free 1-800-585-6781.
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MSU LmRARY ENTRANCE GETS A NEW LOOK
Patrons entering the Camden-Carroll Library at Morehead State University will see a new and
improved version of CCL's security system which will allow barrier-free access to the library.
Also, the circulation desk that had been in place for decades has been replaced by a new
customized desk, constructed by MSU's craftsmen. As the photographer worked, Fern Butts,
right, assistant circulation manager, chatted with Deborah Howard, CCL's acquisitions order
specialist.
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook)
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BACK TO SCHOOL AT MSU
The Morehead State University campus will come alive soon when students return for the fall
semester. During the first part ofthe semester, students are frequent visitors at the University
Bookstore. During the summer term, Melissa Marcum, Morehead senior biology major, checked
out the items she would need for her classes. The fall semester classes begin on Aug. 19.
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook)
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Aug. 7, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has announced that several students are
receiving Dean's Scholarships from the College of Education and Behavioral Sciences for the fall
semester.
Selection of the award recipients was based on the interest in the college's curriculum and
academic achievement.
Among those receiving $1,000 awards are:
Amanda Howard, daughter of Jay Howard of Oil Springs. She is a graduate of Johnson
Central High School.
Heidi Julliard, daughter of Terry Julliard of Lynchburg, Ohio. She is a graduate of
Lynchburg-Clay High School.
Michael Ruf, son of Bernard Ruf of Augusta. He is a graduate of Augusta High School.
Receiving $500 awards are:
Michael Caba, son of Mick Caba of Salyersville. He is a graduate of Magoffm County
High School.
Zachary Conley, son of Johnda Conley of Russell. He is a graduate of Fairview High
School.
Leah Daniels, daughter of Larry Daniels of East Point. She is a graduate of Prestonsburg

High School.
Tonya Devaney, daughter of Eddie Devaney of Ashland. She is a graduate of Fairview
High School.
Kyle Kinney, son of Larry Kinney of Tollesboro. He is a graduate of Lewis County High
School.
Jessica Morton, daughter of Kevin Morton of Stanton. She is a graduate of Powell
County High School.
Shonequa Oden, daughter of Duane Oden of Wheelwright. She is a gra<;luate of South
Floyd High School.
(MORE)

Dean's Scholarship
2-2-2-2-2
Jennifer O'Neill, daughter of Bertha O'Neill of Allen. She is a graduate of Prestonsburg
High School.
Kristen Rader, daughter of Joan Rader of Van Lear. She is a graduate of Johnson
Central High School.
Bryan Vallandingham, son of Harold Vallandingham of South Shore. He is a graduate of
Greenup County High School.
Joshua Yonts, son of Charles Yonts of Fleming-Neon. He is a graduate of Fleming-Neon
High School.
To be eligible for the Dean's Scholarship, applicants must be admitted to MSU as an
entering freshman on a full-time basis; have at least a composite score of 21 on the American
College Test (ACT); have at least a 2.5 grade point average during high school, and submit two
letters of recommendation from teachers and a sample writing from the KIRIS Writing Portfolio.
The Dean's Scholarship is non-renewable.
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HIGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
(Aug. 11- 17)

THIS IS BACK TO SCHOOL WEEK AT MSU
Monday, Aug. 12
8 A.M. FRESHMEN ORIENTATION PROGRAM, runs through Aug. 14.
8 A.M.-4 P.M. PHOTOGRAPHY EXIITBIT, gallery, Claypool-Young Art Building;
weekdays, through Sept. 27, free. Additional information: (606) 783-2766.

Tuesday, Aug. 13
9:15P.M. ENTERTAINER RICK KELLEY, Button Auditorium; free. Additional
information: (606) 783-2071.

Wednesday, Aug. 14
9 A.M.-5 P.M. REGISTRATION/BUSINESS DAYS FOR FALL SEMESTER; through
Aug. 16, Adron Doran University Center. Additional information: (606) 783-2008.
10 A.M. UNIVERSITY-WIDE CONVOCATION, Button Auditorium. Additional
information: (606) 783-2030.
4-10 P.M. LASER STORM, Button Drill Room; free. Additional information: (606)
783-2071.

Thursday. Aug. 16
9:15P.M. COMEDIAN WIL, Button Auditorium, 9:15p.m.; free. Additional
information: (606) 783-2071.
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Aug. 7, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dr. Will Keim, author of "The Education of Character: Lessons for
Beginners," will visit Morehead State University, Aug. 12-14, to talk with students who are new
to the campus.
Dr. Keim will be among those who will provide some insight into what the new students
may expect and how to avoid pitfalls that could hinder their college experience.
A frequent lecturer on the college circuit, Dr. Keim has spoken to more than 2,000,000
students in the U.S. and Canada. He also is a corporate speaker for AT&T, Delta Air Lines,
State Farm Insurance and ffiM.
Formerly on the faculty at Oregon State University, Dr. Keim has professional experience
in teaching, residential life and ministry. He earned bachelor's and master's degrees from the
University of the Pacific in California and holds a Ph.D. from OSU.
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Aug. 8, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---The photography of David A. Gilmore and Daniel V. Overturf of
Murphysboro, ill., will be on display in the gallery, Claypool-Young Art Building, on the
Morehead State University campus from Aug. 12-Sept. 27.
Gallery hours are 8 a.m. until 4 p.m., weekdays. There is no charge for viewing.
Art lovers will have an opportunity to meet the photographers at a reception on Thursday,
Sept. 5, from 7 to 9 p.m. Earlier in the day, the University's guests will be discussing their work
at a gallery talk at 3:30p.m.
The exhibition will include photos from Gilmore's interest in cars. "All the people .
pictured are amateur builders who create their cars solely for their own passions."
Gilmore received his Master of Fine Arts degree in photography and a Bachelor of Arts
degree in philosophy from Ohio University at Athens. A participant in more than 90 exhibitions
and workshops,

h~<

is currently an associate professor in the Department of Cinema and

Photography at Southern illinois University at Carbondale
Overturf's work includes a series of studio shots as well as small town and rural locations.
Shown in the photographs are scenes "created by objects left behind, casually placed or created
after natural forces," following flooding of the Mississippi River and along the Ohio River.
Also an associate professor at SlUC, Overturf received his M.F.A. degree in printmaking
and his B.A. degree in photography from Southern illinois. He has participated in more than 45
exhibitions and has published magazine and journal articles.
Additional information on the exhibit is available from MSU's Department of Art at (606)
783-2766.
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Aug. 8, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--7Morehead State University's Office of Community Development and
Continuing Education .will offer an Electrocardiographic (EKG) Technician Program and
Phlebotomy Technician Program to allow individuals to attain marketable skills for a minimal
cost.
The EKG Technician Program begins Aug. 21 and runs for 17 weeks. The class will meet
on Wednesdays from 4 to 6 p.m. in Reed Hall. There is a limit of 20 students. The program
director will be Denise Goldy, MSU assistant professor of nursing.
The only phlebotomy program in Kentucky accredited by the National Accrediting Agency
for Clinical Laboratory Sciences, the Phlebotomy Technician Program will start in January and
include 10 weeks of lecture and 3 weeks of clinical practicum.
Judy Duvall, medical technician at St. Claire Medical Center, will be the program director
for phlebotomy. The class will meet on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 6 to 8 p.m. in Waterfield

Hall. Enrollment is limited to 10 students.
The total cost for each program is $800. All m;yor credit cards are accepted. Additional
information and registration are available by calling (606) 783-2077.
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Aug. 8, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dr. David B. Peterson, assistant professor of education at Morehead
State University's Big Saudy Extended Campus Center in Prestonsburg, has been appointed to the
Kentucky Instructional Results Infonnation Systems (KIRIS) advisory council. He will serve on
the committee in matters dealing with the fifth grnde level.
Dr. Peterson will attend a week long workshop in August to work on test items for the
KIRIS Social Studies test.
A fonner professor at Lincoln Memorial University aud adjunct professor at East
Tennessee State University, Dr. Peterson has been teaching atMSU since 1991. He also recently
completed the Cannon School of Photography two-year home study program.
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SEPTEMBER IDGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

Sept. 2, labor Day holiday. No classes or office hours.
Sept. 3-27, Two-Person Photography Exhibit, gallery, Claypool-Young Art Building,
8 a.m.-4 p.m.; weekdays, free. Gallery Talk, Sept. 5, 3 p.m., free; Public reception,
Sept. 5, 5-7 p.m. Additional information: (606) 783-2766.
Sept. 3, "Dr. Cue:" Tom Rossman, gameroom, Adron Doran University Center, 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Additional information: (606) 783-2071.
Sept. 4, Bill Fry-Comedy in the Air, Breckinridge Auditorium, 9:15p.m.; free. Additional
information: (606) 783-2071.
Sept. 8, Senior Recital: Genevieve Campbell, euphonium, Duncan Recital Hall, 3 p.m.; free.
Additional information: (606) 783-2473.
Sept. 9, Central Kentucky Blood Center Blood Drive, Button Drill Room, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sept. 10, Ashland Small Business Development Center Seminar/Ashland Main Street: "Retail
Displaying Strategies for Small Business Owners," Kentucky Power Auditorium, 1701
Central Avenue, Ashland, 6 p.m.; registration fee: $10. Additional information: (606)
325-7692.
Sept. 10, Volleyball: MSU vs. Dayton, Wetherby Gymnasium, 7 p.m.; free. Additional
information: (606) 783-2122.
Sept. 10, Faculty Recital: Jon Burgess, trumpet, Duncan Recital Hall, 8 p.m.; free. Additional
information: (606) 783-2473.
Sept. 10, Taylor Mason, Button Auditorium, 9:15p.m.; free. Additional information: (606)
783-2071.
Sept. 12, Faculty Recital: Ricky Little, baritone, and Roma Prindle, soprano, Duncan Recital
Hall, 8 p.m.; free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473.
,

Sept. 17, Volleyball: MSU vs. Cincinnati, Wetherby Gymnasium, 7 p.m.; free. Additional
·
information: (606) 783~2122.
(MORE)

September Highlights
2-2-2-2-2
Sept. 17, Faculty Recital: L. Curtis Hammond, hom, Duncan Recital Hall, 8 p.m.; free.
Additional information: (606) 783-2473.
Sept. 18, Brownie Mary, Alumni Tower Complex, (in case of rain: Laughlin Health Building),
9:15p.m.; free. Additional information: (606) 783-2071.
Sept. 19, Faculty Showcase Recital, Duncan Recital Hall, charge. Additional information:
(606) 783-2473.
Sept. 20, High School Media Day Workshop, Breckinridge Hall. Additional information: (606)
783-2473.
Sept. 22, Faculty and Guest Recital: Paul Taylor and Terry Gronnote, duo-piano, Duncan
Recital Hall, free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473.
Sept. 24, Faculty Follies, Button Auditorium, 8 p.m.; charge. Additional information: (606)
783-2134.
Sept. 26, Faculty Recital: Andrew Glendening, trombone, Duncan Recital Hall, 8 p.m.; free.
Additional information: (606) 783-2473.
Sept. 27-29, Family Weekend. Additional information: (606) 783-2071.
Sept. 27, Volleyball: MSU vs. Murray State, Wetherby Gymnasium, 7 p.m.; free. Additional
information: (606) 783-2122.
Sept. 27, Selected Hilarity, Button Auditorium, 8 p.m.; free. Additional information: (606)
783-2071.
Sept. 28, Volleyball: MSU vs. University of Tennessee-Martin, Wetherby Gymnasium, 1 p.m.;
free. Additional information: (606) 783-2122.
Sept. 28, Football: MSU vs. Kentucky Wesleyan, Jayne Stadium, 7 p.m.; charge. Additional
information: (606) 783-2020.
Sept. 29, Senior Recital: Jenny Collins, saxophone, Duncan Recital Hall, 3 p.m.; free.
Additional information: (606) 783-2473.
Due to early press deadlines, some listings may be subject to cbange.
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OCTOBER ffiGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

Oct. 1, Red Cross Blood Mobile, Button Drill Room, 10 a.m.c3 p.m.
Oct. 3, MSU Symphonic Winds Concert, Duncan Recital Hall, 8 p.m.; free. Additional
information: (606) 783-2473.
Oct. 4, Volleyball: MSU vs. Eastern Illinois, Wetherby Gymnasium, 7 p.m.; free. Additional
information: (606) 783-2122.
Oct. 5, Volleyball: MSU vs. Southeast Missouri State, Wetherby Gymnasium, 2 p.m.; free.
Additional information: (606) 783-2122.
Oct. 12, American Heart Association Heart Walk, Laughlin Health Building, 8 a.m.
Oct. 12, Blue and Gold Festival of Marching Bands, Jayne Stadium. Additional information:
(606) 783-2486.
Oct. 17, Theatre: "The Grapes of Wrath," Button Auditorium, 8 p.m.; charge. Additional
information: (606) 783-2170.
Oct. 21, Volleyball: MSU vs. Middle Tennessee State, Wetherby Gymnasium, 6 p.m.; free.
Additional information: (606) 783-2122.
Oct. 22, Career Day, Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center, 10 a.m.-1 p.m.
Additional information: (606) 783-2233.
Oct. 24, Faculty Recital: "The Music of 'Russell Ferrante'," Jay Flippin, keyboards; free.
Additional information: (606) 783-2473.
Oct. 25-27, Homecoming Weekend. Additional information: (606) 783-2080.
Oct. 26, Volleyball: MSU vs. Tennessee Tech, Wetherby Gymnasium, noon; free. Additional
information: (606) 783-2122.
Oct. 26, Football: MSU vs. St. Joseph's College, Jayne Stadium, 1:30 p.m.; charge. Additional
information: (606) 783-2020.
Oct. 27, Junior Recital: Steve Diamond, guitar, Duncan Recital Hall, 3 p.m.; free. Additional
information: (606) 783-2473.
(MORE)

October Highlights
2-2-2-2-2
Oct. 29, Recital: "Winter Keyboard Experience," Paul Taylor, director, Duncan Recital Hall,
8 p.m.; free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473.
Oct. 30, Guest Recital: Greg Abate, jazz saxophone, Duncan Recital Hall, 8 p.m.; free.
Additional information: (606) 783-2473.
Oct. 31, Octubafest Concert, Stacy Baker, director; Duncan Recital Hall, 8 p.m.; free.
Additional information: (606) 783-2473.

Due to early press deadlines, some listings may be subject to change.
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Aug. 9, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---lliusionist Tom DeLuca will bring his show to Morehead State
University's Button Auditorium on Wednesday, Aug. 21, at 9:15p.m.
The perfonnance is free and open to the public.
Described as a hypnotist and an "imaginist," DeLuca began his career in entertainment in
an unusual fashion.
After earning a master's degree from Sangamon State University in Springfield, ill.,
DeLuca started working as a therapist in psychology and appearing before local civic groups. A
businessman, after seeing him perfonn, encouraged him to become a full-time entertainer.
From these beginnings, DeLuca moved through the nightclub scene and Chicago's Second
City to the college circuit. His show, which mixes stand-up comedy with audience participation,
is considered one of the most popular acts on the NACA circuit.
DeLuca was named College Entertainer of the Year by the National Association for
Campus Activities (NACA). His campus visit is being sponsored by MSU's Student Govermnent
Association and Student Activities Council. Additional infonnation is available by calling (606)
783-2071.
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Aug. 9, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Korean music and native costumes will be shared with the area when
the Yang, Ki1 Soon Korean Dance Academy from the Republic of Korea visits Morehead State
University on Monday, Aug. 19.
The 12-member troupe will perform at MSU's Button Auditorium at 8 p.m. as part of a
goodwill tour. The entertaimnent is free and open to the public.
A national performing troupe, the entertainers have made numerous international

appearances. Their Kentucky performance is part of a cultural awareness trip in conjunction with
an international trade mission coordinated by the Korean American Association of Kentuckiana
and Kentucky Trade Center.
Additional information on the campus visitors is available by calling (606) 783-2292.
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KOREAN DANCE TROUPE VISITS MSU
Morehead State University will host the Yang, Kil Soon Korean Dance Academy from the
Republic of Korean for a performance on Monday, Aug. 19, at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium.
The entertainment is free and open to the public. Korean music and native costumes will be
featured during the program.
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Aug. 9, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has announced that Shannon Perry of
Frenchburg is the first recipient of the Lindsay and Hazel Ellington Scholarship.
Perry, daughter of James Perry, is a 1996 graduate of Menifee County High School. She
finished with a 3.87 grade point average which ranked her fourth in the graduating class of46.
At MSU, Perry plans to major in early elementary education with an emphasis in K-4 grades.
The Ellington Scholarship is available to those majoring in education or related fields.
Freshman candidates must have graduated in the top 10 percent of their class while upperclassman
must have maintained at least a 3.25 g.p.a. (on a 4.00 scale) at MSU. All candidates must be
graduates of accredited high schools in Bath, Rowan or Menifee counties.
Valued at $500, the scholarship is a one-year award. Successful candidates may apply for
reconsideration.
The scholarship was established by Arye Ellington Dethmers in memory of her parents.
Dethmers, an MSU alumnus, is one of the newest members of the MSU Foundation board of
trustees.
Applications and additional information on scholarship and grant·programs are available
from the Office of Admissions, MSU, Morehead, KY 40351-1689. The toll-free number is
1-800-585-MSUl (6781).
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Aug. 9, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has announced that Misty Hamilton of
Meally is among those students receiving a Distinguished Scholar Award for the fall semester.
Hamilton, daughter of Karen and Larry Hamilton, is a graduate of Johnson Central High
School. A National Merit Finalist, she was a volunteer at the Hospice of Big Sandy.
To be eligible for the Distinguished Scholar Award, applicants must be admitted to MSU
as an incoming freshman; be a resident of Kentucky; be a National Merit Scholar, Finalist, or
Semifmalist; and submit a completed scholarship application to MSU.
The scholarship, which pays tuition, fees, room and board for fmalists, is renewable for
three academic years if a 3.25 grade point average is maintained for each of the first two
semesters and a minimum cumulative 3.50 g.p.a. for each semester thereafter.
Applications and information on scholarships and grant programs at MSU are available
from the Office of Admissions, MSU, Morehead, KY 40351-1689. The toll-free number is
800-585-MSUl (6781).
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Aug. 9, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has announced that Christina McFadden
ofMt. Sterling is among those students receiving a Transfer Student Award and an Alumni
Award for the fall semester.
McFadden, daughter of David and Jane McFadden, is a graduate of Montgomery County
High School. A member of the National Honor Society and Beta Club, she served as president of
the Student Council and graduated in the top 25 percent of her class. McFadden participated in
the Central Kentucky Youth Salute and was a Girls' State delegate. She also received the Rotary
Community Service Award 1995 and had previously been attending Anderson University.
To be eligible for the Transfer Student Award, applicants must be admitted to MSU as a
transfer student from any accredited college or university; have completed at least 12 hours of
college work; have a cumulative 3.00 grade point average (on a 4.00 scale) for those hours, and
submit a completed scholarship application to MSU.
The scholarship, valued at $650 per year, is renewable for three academic years if a
minimum cumulative 3.00 g.p.a. is maintained.
To be eligible for the Alumni Award, at least one of the applicant's parents must be an
MSU alumnus and an active member of the MSU Alumni Association. The student must be
admitted to MSU as an entering freshman or transfer student; have an Admissions Index of at
least 500; transfer students must have a 3.00 grade point average (on a 4.00 scale) for the
equivalent of at least one full term, and submit a completed scholarship application to MSU.
The scholarship, valued at $750 per year, is renewable for three academic years if a 2. 75
g.p.a. is maintained during each of the first two semesters and a minimum cumulative 3.00 g.p.a.
for each semester thereafter.
Applications and information on scholarships and grant programs at MSU are available
from the Office of Admissions, MSU, Morehead, KY 40351-1689. The toll-free number is
800-585-MSUl (6781).
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Aug. 12, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has announced that Shannon Perry of
Frenchburg is the flrst recipient of the Lindsay and Hazel Ellington Scholarship.
Perry, daughter ofJames Perry, is a 1996 graduate of Menifee County High School. She
fluished with a 3.87 grade point average which ranked her fourth in the graduating class of 46.
At MSU, Perry plans to major in early elementary education with an emphasis in K-4 grades.
The Ellington Scholarship is available to those majoring in education or related flelds.
Freshman candidates must have graduated in the top 10 percent of their class while upperclassman
must have maintained at least a 3.25 g.p.a. (on a 4.00 scale) at MSU. All candidates must be
graduates of accredited high schools in Bath, Rowan or Menifee counties.
Valued at $500, the scholarship is a one-year award. Successful candidates may apply for
reconsideration.
The scholarship was established by the Ellington children in memory of their parents.
Daughter Arye Ellington Dethmers, an MSU alumnus, is a member of the MSU Foundation's
board of trustees.
Applications and additional information on scholarship and grant programs are available
from the Office of Admissions, MSU, Morehead, KY 40351-1689. The toll-free number is
1-800-585-MSUl (6781).
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Aug. 16, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Academy of Music is accepting
applications for its fall selection of music instruction.
Private lessons for adults and children in piano, percussion, voice, brass instruments,
woodwind instruments and string instruments will be offered through MSU's Department of
Music.
Classes are scheduled to begin the week of Sept. 3. Students will meet once a week for

14 half-hour sessions.
Registration and additional information on MSU's Academy of Music offerings are
available by calling (606) 783-2659.
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Aug. 16, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ASHLAND, Ky.---Morehead State University's Ashland Small Business Center will
sponsor a "Retirement Plan Tax Deductions" seminar for business owners and pre-business
planners on Tuesday, Aug. 27, in Ashland.
The session, which begins at 6:30p.m., will be held on the third floor of the G.B.
Johnson Economic & Education Center, 1401 Winchester Avenue.
The guest speaker for the program will be Linton Wells, II, account executive for Dean
Witter Reynolds, Inc.
Topics to be discussed include business tax deductions offered by various investment
options, Internal Revenue Service qualified and non-qualified retirement plans, pension plans,
401K programs and cash management strategies. There will be time for questions and answers
during the seminar.
Though the event is free and open to the public, pre-registration is necessary due to
limited seating. Additional information and registration is available by calling (606) 329-8011.
All SBDC training programs, partially funded by the U.S. Small Business Administration,
are available without regard to race, color, creed or national origin. Special arrangements will be
made for the disabled when requested in advance.
Additional sponsors of the event include Ashland's Wal-Mart, Bank of Ashland, First
National Bank of Louisa, Ashland Town Center and First American Bank.
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Aug. 16, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Getting physically fit is the plan at Morehead State University this
fall as students, as well as faculty, staff and retirees schedule exercise time in their daily routine.
The University Wellness Center will fonnally open in early September and personnel have
already been selected to provide leadership and guide newcomers along the path to success. Dr.
Dayna Brown, associate professor of heath, physical education and recreation, has assumed the
additional responsibility of serving as the Center's director, with Jane Kelly, a fanner graduate
assistant in exercise science, as the coordinator.
Dr. Brown, who owned her own fitness center for more than 10 years, is certified by the
American College of Sports Medicine. She received an A.B. degree in physical education and
health and Master of Arts in HPER from MSU and earned an Ed. D. degree in exercise
physiology from the University of Kentucky.
A native of Fleming County, she and her husband William D. Brown, are parents of two
sons: Rian, an MSU sophomore, and Justin, a junior at Fleming County High School.
Kelly, daughter of Lake and Martha Kelly of Flemingsburg, earned a bachelor's degree in
advertising and public relations from MSU in 1994 and completed a master's degree in exercise
science earlier this year. She has worked in cardiac rehabilitation at the Morehead Clinic and was
employed at the Toyota Fitness Center in Georgetown.
"Jane's work experience, educational background and dedication to the standards in our
profession will support our efforts to provide a·professional, safe and enjoyable facility," said Dr.
Brown. "She brings enthusiasm and a love for MSU which will be a tremendous asset to the
opening of our new facility and wellness program."
The staff is currently in the process of scheduling and conducting physical assessments
while waiting for the equipment to be installed, according to Dr. Brown. "After an assessment
and completion of the enrollment packet, members will attend a half-hour orientation program to
learn to use the equipment, then train at their leisure," she said.
(MORE)

Wellness Center
2-2-2-2-2
An all adult facility, students may join at no additional charge. All faculty and staff

members are eligible for membership at a predetermined charge based on salary. Spouses and
retirees pay $60 per year.
"After an assessment, each member will receive an exercise prescription that is based on
that assessment score, previous experience and individual goals," Brown added. "We are unique
in that everyone who works out will be assessed and given a program," she said. For those
already in an exercise program, the staff will offer suggestions to help each person achieve their
goals or reach their achievement level.
There are incentives to encourage everyone to strive for a healthy lifestyle, Dr. Brown
noted. The University has established an Employee Wellness Incentive Program that includes:
placing dollars in a Flexible Spending Account for employees who improve on the second annual
assessment test, and paying half of the next annual membership fee for participating in the
Wellness Center on a regular basis for 100 days during the year.
In the planning stage since 1990, the new wellness facility will house an exercise area
which will accommodate up to 35 individuals at one time, assessment lab, conference room and
three offices. Equipment available will include: 16 Trotter selectorized strength training stations,
treadmiiis, stair climbers, semi-recumbent bikes, Concept II rowers, transport and Biodex.
Graduate assistants will assist individuals with their program free of charge to all members.
Phase II ofthe Wellness Center is scheduled for completion in early summer of 1997.
Included in this phase will be a covered walking track, tennis courts, aerobic room and a
classroom for wellness type activities.
The Center will be open Monday-Thursday, 7 a.m.-10 p.m.; Friday, 7 a.m.-6 p.m.;
Saturday, 7:30 a.m.-noon, and Sunday, 4-10 p.m. Additional information is available by calling
(606) 783-5282 or 783-2083.
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OPEN HOUSE AT MSU'S SUPPORT SERVICES
Morehead State University's Office of Support Services (formerly Office of Purchasing) recently
held an "Open House" to familiarize patrons with its new facilities at 606 West Main Street.
Charlotte Dowdy, right, support services director, and her staff talked with more than 100
visitors that stopped by the gathering. Among the guests were Dr. Hilary 0. Iwu, MSU
associate professor of education, and his wife Michaelina, an MSU graduate student. Later this
year, Support Services will make provisions for members of the public wishing to purchase
property items declared surplus by MSU.
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook)
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Aug. 21, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Nine Morehead students are among those who completed the
Radiologic Technology Program at Morehead State University.
The students, who earned an Associate of Applied Science degree, are: James Breeding

ll, John Combs, Billie Davis, Paul Funk, Diana Jackson, Regina McKinney, who graduated with
academic honors, Amanda Perry, Christopher Reed, who received a clinical excellence award,
and Aaron Skaggs.
The two-year Radiologic Technology program is designed to prepare individuals for entry
into this health care profession. Students spend a year in classroom study and a year gaining
"hands on" clinical experience in the 12 hospitals associated with the program. Upon
completion, students are eligible to take the National Certification Examination for Radiologic
Technologists.
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Aug. 21, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three Floyd County students are among those who completed the
Radiologic Technology Program at Morehead State University.
The students, who earned an Associate of Applied Science degree, are Becky Allen of
Wheelwright, Melinda Keathley of Harold, who graduated with academic honors, and Melvin
Sisco of Grethel.
The two-year Radiologic Technology program is designed to prepare individuals for entry
into this health care profession. Students spend a year in classroom study and a year gaining
"hands on" clinical experience in the 12 hospitals associated with the program. Upon
completion, students are eligible to take the National Certification Examination for Radiologic
Technologists.
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Aug. 21, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Bretta Adams of West Liberty is among those who completed the
Radiologic Technology Program at Morehead State University.
In completing the program, she also earned an Associate of Applied Science degree;

The two-year Radiologic Technology program is designed to prepare individuals for entry
into this health care profession. Students spend a year in classroom study and a year gaining
"hands on" clinical experience in the 12 hospitals associated with the program. Upon
completion, students are eligible to take the National Certification Examination for Radiologic
Technologists.
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Aug. 21, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Bath County students are among those who completed the
Radiologic Technology Program at Morehead State University.
The students, who earned the Associate of Applied Science degree, are Beth Blevins of
Owingsville and Lisa Hanna of Salt Lick.
The two-year Radiologic Technology program is designed to prepare individuals for entry
into this health care profession. Students spend a year in classroom study and a year gaining
"hands on" clinical experience in the 12 hospitals associated with the program. Upon
completion, students are eligible to take the National Certification Examination for Radiologic
Technologists.
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Aug. 21, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Perry County students are among those who completed the
Radiologic Technology Program at Morehead State University.
The students, who earned the Associate of Applied Science degree, are Shawna Brashear
of Viper and Tonya Feltner of Hazard.
The two-year Radiologic Technology program is designed to prepare individuals for entry
into this health care profession. Students spend a year in classroom study and a year gaining
"hands on" clinical experience in the 12 hospitals associated with the program. Upon
completion, students are eligible to take the National Certification Examination for Radiologic
Technologists.
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Aug. 21, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Breathitt County students are among those who completed the
Radiologic Technology Program at Morehead State University.
The students, who earned the Associate of Applied Science degree, are George Chapman
of Noctor and Misti Moore of Jackson.
The two-year Radiologic Technology program is designed to prepare individuals for entry
into this health care profession. Students spend a year in classroom study and a year gaining
"hands on" clinical experience in the 12 hospitals associated with the program. Upon
completion, students are eligible to take the National Certification Examination for Radiologic
Technologists.
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Aug. 21, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Five Carter County students are among those who completed the
Radiologic Technology Program at Morehead State University.
The students, who earned an Associate of Applied Science degree, are: Barbara Brick:les
of Olive Hill, who graduated with academic honors, Kelly Gee of Olive Hill, Kellie L.
Henderson of Willard, Thomas Hicks of Olive Hill and Gloria Littleton of Grayson.
The two-year Radiologic Technology program is designed to prepare individuals for entry
into this health care profession. Students spend a year in classroom study and a year gaining
"hands on" clinical experience in the 12 hospitals associated with the program. Upon
completion, students are eligible to take the National Certification Examination for Radiologic
Technologists.
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Aug. 21, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Clark County students are among who completed the
Radiologic Technology Program at Morehead State University.
The students, who earned an Associate of Applied Science degree, are Tammy Curtis and
Lori Hatton, both of Winchester.
The two-year Radiologic Technology program is designed to prepare individuals for entry
into this health care profession. Students spend a year in classroom study and a year gaining
"hands on" clinical experience in the 12 hospitals associated with the program. Upon
completion, students are eligible to take the National Certification Examination for Radiologic
Technologists.
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Aug. 21, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Magoffm County students are among who completed the
Radiologic Technology Program at Morehead State University.
The students, who earned an Associate of Applied Science degree, are Olivia Helton and
Gary Marshall, both of Salyersville.

The two-year Radiologic Technology program is designed to prepare individuals for entry
into this health care profession. Students spend a year in classroom study and a year gaining
"hands on" clinical experience in the 12 hospitals associated with the program. Upon
completion, students are eligible to take the National Certification Examination for Radiologic
Technologists.
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Aug. 21, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Melanie Paige Hughes of Maysville is among those who completed
the Radiologic Technology Program at Morehead State University.
In completing the program, she also earned an Associate of Applied Science degree.
The two-year Radiologic Technology program is designed to prepare individuals for entry
into this health care profession. Students spend a year in classroom study and a year gaining
"hands on" clinical experience in the 12 hospitals associated with the program. Upon
completion, students are eligible to take the National Certification Examination for Radiologic
Technologists.
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Aug. 21, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three Pike County students are among those who completed the
Radiologic Technology Program at Morehead State University.
The students, who earned an Associate of Applied Science degree, are L. Kevin Hurley of
Phelps, .Roy Brian Smith of Pikeville and Bnindon Young of Regina.
The two-year Radiologic Technology program is designed to prepare individuals for entry
into this health care profession. Students spend a year in classroom study and a year gaining
"hands on" clinical experience in the 12 hospitals associated with the program. Upon
completion, students are eligible to take the National Certification Examination for Radiologic
Technologists.
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Aug. 21, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Greenup County students are among those who completed the
Radiologic Technology Program at Morehead State University.
The students, who earned an Associate of Applied Science degree, are Jerry Iery and
Andrea Soper, both of Greenup.
The two-year Radiologic Technology program is designed to prepare individuals for entry
into this health care profession. Students spend a year in classroom study and a year gaining
"hands on" clinical experience in the 12 hospitals associated with the program. Upon
completion, students are eligible to take the National Certification Examination for Radiologic
Technologists.
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Aug. 21, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Melissa Pierce of Tollesboro is among those who completed the
Radiologic Technology Program at Morehead State University.
By completing the program, she also earned an Associate of Applied Science degree.
The two-year Radiologic Technology program is designed to prepare individuals for entry
into this health care profession. Students spend a year in classroom study and a year gaining
"hands on" clinical experience in the 12 hospitals associated with the program. Upon
completion, students are eligible to take the National Certification Examination for Radiologic
Technologists.
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Aug. 21, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Laura Puckett of Lexington is among those who completed the
Radiologic Technology Program at Morehead State University.
By completing the program, she also earned an Associate of Applied Science degree.
The two-year Radiologic Technology program is designed to prepare individuals for entry
into this health care profession. Students spend a year in classroom study and a year gaining
"hands on" clinical experience in the 12 hospitals associated with the program. Upon
completion, students are eligible to take the National Certification Examination for Radiologic
Technologists.
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Aug. 21, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Gretta Rogers of Flemingsburg is among those who completed the
Radiologic Technology Program at Morehead State University.
By completing the program, she also earned an Associate of Applied Science degree.
The two-year Radiologic Technology program is designed to prepare individuals for entry
into this health care profession. Students spend a year in classroom study and a year gaining
"hands on" clinical experience in the 12 hospitals associated with the program. Upon
completion, students are eligible to take the National Certification Examination for Radiologic
Technologists.
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Aug. 21, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Kristy McNamee of Little Hocking, Ohio, is among those who
completed the Radiologic Teclmology Program at Morehead State University.
By completing the program, she also earned an Associate of Applied Science degree.
The two-year Radiologic Teclmology program is designed to prepare individuals for entry
into this health care profession. Students spend a year in classroom study and a year gaining ·
"hands on" clinical experience in the 12 hospitals associated with the program. Upon
completion, students are eligible to take the National Certification Examination for Radiologic
Teclmologists.
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Aug. 20, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ASHLAND, Ky.---Morehead State University's Ashland Small Business Development
Center and the Ashland Town Center will conduct a "Small Business Expo" on Saturday,

_,

Sept. 21, in Ashland.
The expo, which runs from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., will be held at the Ashland Town Center
Mall. It is being offered to make the public more aware of the products and services offered by
local small businesses, according to Kimberly Jenkins, general management consultant of the
Ashland center.
The cost for this event varies according to space needed for displays with a maximum of
three tables allowed per business.
Due to limited space, pre-registration is required. Additional information and registration
is available by calling (606) 329-8011. The registration deadline is Sept. 13.
All SBDC training programs, partially funded by the U.S. Small Business Administration,
are available without regard to race, color, ci:eed or national origin. Special arrangements will be
made for the disabled when requested in advance.
Additional sponsors of the event include Ashland's Wal-Mart, Bank of Ashland, First
National Bank of Louisa and First American Bank.
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Aug. 20, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
PRESTONSBURG, Ky.---The Board of Advisers for Morehead State University's Big
Sandy Extended Campus Center will meet at 4 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 3, at the center.
Dr. Michael Carrell, dean ofMSU's College of Business, will be on hand to discuss the
B.B.A. and M.B.A. degree programs. John Rosenberg, director of the Appalachian Research
and Defense Fund of Kentucky, Inc., and a member ofMSU's Board of Regents, will report on
various math and science initiatives in the area.
The agenda also will include discussion of strategic initiatives, child care opportunities and
fund raising. Also there will be an update on the

statu~

of the new shared facility with

Prestonsburg Community College.
The meeting is open to the public. Additional information is available by calling Dr.
Margaret Lewis, center director, locally at (606) 886-2405 or toll-free at 1-800-648-5372.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S 1996-97 ARTS CALENDAR

KIDqUCKYFOLKARTC~

Sept. 4-0ct. 30

"African American Gardens and Yards in the Rural South."

Nov. 3-Dec. 21

"Every Picture Tells a Story."

Jan. 3-March 26

"The Paintings of Joan Dance." Scenes from everyday life.

April 4-June 30

"Fowl Play!"

The Center, located at 119 West University Boulevard on the MSU campus, is open
Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30p.m. and Saturdays, 9 a.m. unti15 p.m. Adrian
Swain, artistic director/curator. Additional information: (606) 783-2204.

MUSIC
Sept. 8

Senior Recital: Genevieve Campbell, euphonium, 3 p.m. ·

Sept. 10

Faculty Recital: Jon Burgess, trumpet, 8 p.m.

Sept. 12

Faculty Recital: Ricky Little, baritone and Roma Prindle, soprano, 8 p.m.

Sept. 17

Faculty Recital: L. Curtis Hammond, hom, 8 p.m.

Sept. 19

Faculty Showcase Recital, 8 p.m.; charge.

Sept. 22

Faculty and Guest Recital: Paul Taylor and Terry Gronnote, duo-pianos, 4 p.m.

Sept. 26

Faculty Recital: Andrew Glendening, trombone, 8 p.m.

Sept. 29

Senior Recital: Jenny Collins, saxophone, 3 p.m.

Oct. 3

MSU Symphonic Winds Concert; Richard Miles, conductor, 8 p.m.

Oct. 22

Guest Chamber Music Recital, 8 p.m.

Oct. 24

Faculty Recital: Jay Flippin, keyboards; The Music of "Russell Ferrante," 8 p.m.
(MORE)

Arts Calendar
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Oct. 27

Junior Recital: Steve Diamond, guitar, 3 p.m.

Oct. 29

"Winter Keyboard Experience;" Paul Taylor, director, 8 p.m.

Oct. 30

Guest Recital: Greg Abate, jazz saxophone, 8 p.m.

Oct. 31

Octubafest Concert; Stacy Baker, director, 8 p.m.

Nov. 3

Senior Recital: Bryan Martin, trumpet, 8 p.m.

Nov. 7

Faculty Recital: Paul Taylor, piano, 8 p.m.

Nov. 12

Concert: MSU Trombone Choir; Andrew Glendening, director, 8 p.m.

Nov. 14

Concert: MSU Brass Choir; Jon Burgess, director, 8 p.m.

Nov. 17

Senior Recital: Renae Compton, trumpet, 8 p.m.

Nov. 18

38th Annual Choral Festival: MSU Concert Choir and Chamber Singers;
James Ross Beane, conductor, 8 p.m.

Nov. 19

38th Annual Choral Festival: Festival Chorale; Noel Weaver,
guest conductor, 7 p.m.

Nov. 20

MSU Symphonic Winds Concert; Richard Miles, conductor, 8 p.m.

Nov. 21

Concert: MSU Jazz Ensemble I; Gordon Towell, director, 8 p.m.

Nov. 24

Senior Recital: Rashaan France, percussion, 8 p.m.

Dec. 3

Recital: University Chorus; Kenneth Sipley, director, 8 p.m.

Dec. 5

Recital: MSU Opera Works: "Hansel and Gretel;" Roma Prindle, director,
8p.m.

Dec. 8

Recital: MSU Fusion Ensemble; Jay Flippin director, 8 p.m.

Jan. 29

Faculty Recital: "Schubertiade" lfl, 8 p.m.

Feb. 20

Faculty Recital: Roma Prindle, soprano, 8 p.m.

All concerts/recitals will be held in Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall. There is no
charge for attendance unless otherwise noted. Dr. Christopher Gallaher, chair of the Department
of Music. Additional information: (606) 783-2473.
(MORE)
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THEATRE
Oct. 17-19

"The Grapes of Wrath," Button Auditorium; 8 p.m. Adapted by Frank Galati
from the novel by John Steinbeck, this Tony-Award winning adaptation of one of
the masterpieces of American literature tells the story of the struggle of a proud
family for survival during the flight from the dust bowl of Oklahoma in the 1930s.

Nov. 19-24

Lanford Wilson's "The Hot-L Baltimore," Kibbey Theatre, 8 p.m., except for
Nov. 24 at 2 p.m. An award-winning, off-Broadway success by one of America's
foremost contemporary playwrights. Poignant and humorous.

Feb. 11-16

Aristophanes' "Lysistrata," Kibbey Theatre, 8 p.m., except for Feb. 16 at 2 p.m.
A classical Greek comedy about the battle of the sexes receives an exciting new
musical adaptation in a contemporary setting. Timeless and hilarious.

Apri115-20

William Shakespeare's "As You Like It," Kibbey Theatre, 8 p.m., except for
Apri120 at 2 p.m. Shakespeare:s joyous and comic celebration of love becomes an
intimate, experimental production. Romance and farce with a dash of cynicism.

)

Admission is by season membership or single admission tickets at $6 for adults and $2 for
senior citizens, high school students and children. Dr. Travis Lockhart, coordinator of theatre.
Additional information: (606) 783-2170.
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Aug. 23, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Storyteller Donald Davis from Ocracoke Island, N.C.,
considered one of the most popular storytellers in the nation, will perform at Morehead
State University's Button Auditorium on Wednesday, Sept. 11,
The program, which is free and open to the public, will begin at 7 p.m.
Davis, a retired Methodist minister, has been a featured presenter at the National
Storytelling Festival on eight occasions. Approximately 300 days a year, he travels as a
professional storyteller, conducting workshops and lectures. He has published several
books and audiotapes.
A recipient of an honorary doctorate from LaGrange (Ga.) College, Davis received
· a Bachelor of Arts degree in English from Davidson (N.C.) College and a Master of
Divinity degree in Biblical languages from Duke University in Durham, N.C.
While visiting the area, Davis will hold a public "chat" at the Fuzzy Duck Coffee
House in Morehead at noon on Tuesday, Sept. 10, as well as speak to two MSU English
classes. He also will perform for students at Bath and Rowan county high schools; Rowan
County Middle School and at Appalachian Night for the families of Rodbum, Farmers and
Tildon Hogge elementary school students.
Sponsors for Davis' visit include: C. Roger Lewis Agency, Inc., Bath County
Schools, Family Resource and Youth Service Centers of Rowan County Schools, Rowan
County High School PTO, Fuzzy Duck Coffee Shop, Book Haven, Morehead Woman's
Club, and MSU's Department of English, Foreign Language and Philosophy and Office
of Community Development and Continuing Education.
Additional information is available by calling (606) 784-8928 or (606) 783-2077.
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Aug. 23, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University's Office of Community Development and
Continuing Education has announced its community education classes for the fall semester.
Beginning Monday, Aug. 26 and running through Dec. 12, Water Aerobics will be held
Monday through Thursday from 5 to 6 p.m. in the McClure Pool at the Academic-Athletic
Center. Requirements for the program include signing in each day upon arrival and showering
before entering the pool. Only paid program participants will be allowed in the pool area during
sessions.
Step Aerobics will be held on Tuesdays and Thursdays from Aug. 27 through Dec. 12.
The session will be held in Room 140 of the Academic-Athletic Center from 6:30 to 7:30p.m.
Taught by Mary Alice Terry, aerobics is $40 for four sessions per week which may be
either step or water aerobics or a combination of both.
Practice for the MSU Clogging and American Folkdance Team has already begun and will
continue through Dec. 10: Instructed by Scotty McKee, the practices are being held on Tuesdays
from 7 to 8:30 p.m. in the Mirror Room, Laughlin Health Building. The group is open to MSU
alumni, staff, students and other dancers.
McKee also will teach two clogging courses on Wednesdays, beginning Aug. 28 and
continuing through Oct. 16, in the Mirror Room. Beginning Clogging is from 7 to 8 p.m., while
Intermediate Clogging will run from 8 to 9 p.m. The cost for each course is $35.
Starting on Sept. 3 and running through Oct. 22, Beginning English Horsemanship will be
held on Tuesdays from 5 to 7 p.m. at the Derrickson Agricultural Complex. On Wednesdays,
from Sept. 4 through Oct. 23, Intermediate English Horsemanship (Saddleseat)" will be held at the
complex, also from 5 to 7 p.m. The cost of each course is $50.
Additional information and registration for all programs are available by calling (606)
783-2077.
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Aug. 24, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.----Construction has started on a forty-foot bell tower on Morehead
State University's campus which University officials anticipate will become a landmark for
generations to come.
MSU President Ronald G. Eaglin will recommend that the Board of Regents name the
tower for Lexington philanthropist Mrs. Lucille Caudill Little and her late husband W. Paul
Little. "Mrs. Little, a native of Rowan County, has generously pledged to pay for most of the
tower's construction costs," Dr. Eaglin said.
In 1994, MSU received a $1 million gift from Little, the largest from any individual in the
University's history. "The idea for the bell tower grew out of discussions with Mrs. Little," Dr.
Eaglin said. "She wanted a way to honor her husband and to instill in future generations what
she describes as the essentials of life--justice, love, service and wisdom. These words will be
inscribed on the tower, " the president added.
The bell tower, to be located in front of Camden-Carroll Library adjacent to University
. Boulevard, is the first phase of a proposed redesign of the central campus which was severely
damaged in the May 18, 1995, storm. "We envision four terraces coming down from the library
with the tower on the first level, " Dr. Eaglin said. Also proposed is an amphitheater below the
tower between University Boulevard and University Street.
Contractor for the project is Pack's, Inc., of Morehead. The bell tower was designed by
· Joseph and Joseph Architects of Louisville, with C. Merrill Moter as principal architect. Joseph
and Joseph is the firm which designed the original nine campus buildings which are now on the
National Register of Historic Places.
"We are pleased that the bell tower, which will be constructed in red brick and limestone,
will replicate the Collegiate Gothic architectural style of those earlier buildings," Dr. Eaglin said.
"As we move into a second century of higher education in Rowan County, the bell tower project

affords us an exciting opportunity to create a new landmark," he added.
In addition to Mrs. Little's gift, the MSU Foundation, Inc., will provide some
construction funds and the architect's fees, while the University will finance the site preparation
costs and for equipping the tower with a programmable electronic carillon and clock system.
Completion of the tower is anticipated before the end of the year.
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Aug. 24, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---The 1996 graduating class from Morehead State University's
Veterinary Teclmology Program achieved a 100 percent passage rate after taking the Veterinary
Technician National Examination.
A1115 members of the class, who sat for the· licensing exam in the early summer, earned
passing scores, according to Dr. Lee Tyner, coordinator of the program. This summer the
students are completing preceptorships, which is the final requirement prior to receiving their
degrees.
"We are very proud of their accomplishment," Dr. Tyner said. "They now are qualified

to be licensed as veterinary technicians in most states. A few states have some additional
requirements," he added.
Completing the exam were: Ralph Adams of Salyersville, Brandi Bella of Danville,
W.Va., Cynthia Broughman of Wurtland, Kristi Asher Chastain of Salem, Ind., Todd Dials of
Warfield, Tabitha Evans of Huntington, W.Va., Heidi Gardner of Morehead, Tammy Hacker
of Longwood, Fla., Judy Horsley of Paris, Cheri Lievanos-of Versailles, Amy Loftus of
Louisville, Georgi Perry of Morehead, Margaret Schoenstra of Louisa, Kimberly Spears of Feds
Creek and Janet Studebaker of Pierceton, Ind.
Graduates of MSU's Veterinary Teclmology Program are qualified to assist in all areas of
veterinary work. The coursework is designed to ensure adequate skills in clinical practice and
laboratory testing in such areas as surgical assisting, anesthesia, radiology, clinical pathology and
other veterinary medicine-related practices.
Graduates of the two-and-a-half year program earn the Associate of Applied Science
degree.
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Aug. 24, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Starting next year, city and county government, the health
department, county school board and library board will divide at least $7,200 in new tax revenue
because ofthe recent surplus property sale by Morehead State University.
The institution sold more than $833,000 worth of land in the city of Morehead and in
rural Rowan County. The property included former faculty/staff housing units on McClure
Circle, North Wilson Avenue and Fifth Street as well as a former mobile home park east of
Morehead on U.S. 60.
Based on tax rates used for 1995 property taxes, the city will receive at least $1,100 each
year on the city parcels and the county and other taxing agencies will split at least $6,200
annually.
"Actually, the new revenue could be higher by then as new owners make improvements to
the various parcels, especially the houses on McClure Circle," said MSU President Ronald G.
Eaglin. "Returning this real estate to the public tax rolls will be beneficial to everyone and that is
one of the major reasons we are so pleased with the results of the sale."
MSU's net proceeds from the property sale, expected to be about $750,00, will be
invested in the "Fund for Excellence" endowment. Interest earnings from the fund are used for
enhancement of academic programs.
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Aug.27, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---East Kentucky Women in Leadership (EKWIL) will hold a
"Personal Skills Enhancement" workshop at Morehead State University's Adron Doran Center on
Friday, Oct. 11.
Workshop sessions, which run from 9 a.m. unti13:30 p.m., will include: Feeling Good
Without Feeling Overwhelmed, Pressing Your Agenda Without Throwing Your Weight Around,
Charting Your Future: Move Your Dreams Into Action, and To Your Good Health.
The deadline for registering is Sept. 30 and the cost is $10 per person.
EKWIL also will hold similar workshops in London on Oct. 4 and Hazard on Oct. 18.
Additional information and registration are available from· Gail Wright at the Gateway Area
Development District at (606) 674-6355 or Shirley Hamilton at MSU's Office of Community
Development and Continuing Education, at (606) 783-2077.
A new program, EKWIL works to strengthen leadership and provide networking
opportunities for women throughout the region. Administered by the Kentucky Council of Area
Development Districts, the program is funded by the Appalachian Regional Commission.
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Aug. 27, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University will be closed Monday, Sept. 2, irt
observance of Labor Day. There will be no office hours or classes.
Offices will reopen and classes resume at 8 a.m. Tuesday, Sept. 3.
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MSU HOSTS CAMPUS VISITORS
Morehead State University recently hosted the YangKilsoon Dance Company, a 12-member
Korean Dance Troupe. In a special ceremony, MSU President Ronald G. Eaglin presented Yang,
Kil-Soon, chair of the group, with a plaque in honor of the guests' appearance. While visiting
the campus, the dance troupe gave a public performance which was attended by members of the
community as well as the University family.
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook)
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MSU STUDENTS BACK IN SCHOOL
school on the Morehead' State University campus. Making a stop at the
University Ba<Jks1\(lre was Tennille Smith, left, of Frenchburg who talked with Alice Cole of
Mt. Sterling

her book selection. The fall term at MSU continues through Dec. 13.
by Tim Holbrook)
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MSU STUDENTS BACK IN SCHOOL
Students are back in school on the Morehead State University campus. Alice Cole, Mt. Sterling
senior secondary education major, was among those making a stop at the University Bookstore.
In back is Tennille Smith of Frenchburg, a freshman elementary education major. The fall term

at MSU continues through Dec. 13.
(.MSU photo by Tim Holbrook)
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SUBJECT:

Donald Davis, Storyteller

RELEASE DATE:

Now thru Sept. 11, 1996

TIME:

30 sec

ANNOUNCER:

MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689

UPO BOX 1100

606-783-2030

· HAVB YOU EVER TOLD A STORY? DONALD DAVIS HAS TOLD A

FEW. TinS WORLD FAMOUS STORYTELLER WILL PERFORM IN
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S BUTTON AUDITORIUM ON
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 11. THE FREE SHOW WILL BEGIN AT 7 P.M.
A FEATURED ENTERTAINER AT THE NATIONAL STORYTELLING
FESTIVAL, DAVIS WILL SHARE HIS STORIES mAT ARE
DESCRIBED AS MESMERIZING AND MAGICAL. HE ALSO WILL
BE GREETING THE PUBLIC AT A NOONTIME CHAT ON
TUESDAY, SEPT. 10, AT THE FUZZY DUCK COFFEE SHOP IN
MOREHEAD. DON'T MISS THE MAGIC! FOR MORE
INFORMATION, CALL 783-2077.
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Aug. 30, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ASHLAND, Ky.----Morehead State University's Ashland Small Business Development
Center and Ashland Main Street will sponsor a "Retail Displaying Strategies for Small Business
Owners" seminar on Tuesday, Sept. 10, in Ashland.
The session, which begins at 6 p.m., will be held at the Kentucky Power Auditorium,
1701 Central Avenue.
Guest speaker Michelle Kunz, MSU assistant professor of human sciences, will speak on
such topics as effective signage, merchandise layout and window displays, color coordination and
understanding customer buying habits.
Kimberly Jenkins, general management consultant for the Ashland Center, and Gail
Melvin, director of Ashland Main Street, also will address the group. They will cover the
services offered by theMSU/Ashland SBDC and Ashland Main Street and the cooperative efforts
between the two groups.
The cost is $10 per person. Additional information and registration are available by
calling (606) 325-7692.
Partially funded by the U.S. Small Business Administration, the SBDC training programs
are available to all individuals without regard to race, color, creed or national origin. Special
arrangements will be made for the disabled when requested in advance.
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Aug. 30, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Office of Community Development and
Continuing Education will offer lap swimming and water aerobics at the Russell McClure Pool in
the Academic-Athletic Center this semester.
Swinuners may do lap swimming Monday through Friday, 4:30-6:30 p.m. The cost is
$75 for the year or $30 for either the fall or spring semesters or the summer term. MSU
students, with a valid I.D. card from the University, may lap swim free of charge.
Water aerobics will be taught Monday through Thursday from 5 to 6 p.m. The cost is
$40 per semester. Mary Alice Terry is the aerobics instructor.
Upon registration, participants will receive an identification card which will allow
admission to the pool. Each person is required to sign-in daily.
Any individual interested in swimming for recreation may do so Monday through
Thursday from 6 to 8 p.m. The cost is $1 per person.
Additional information and registration is available by calling (606) 783-2077.
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Aug. 30, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Jack Henson, a Morehead State University assistant professor of
information science, will serve as interim chair of the Department of Information Sciences for the
1996-97 academic year.
Henson fills a vacancy created with the resignation of the former chair, Dr. Marvin Albin,
who accepted an administrative post at Dakota State University, Sioux Falls, S.D.
"We appreciate the fact that Jack Henson is willing to accept this leadership role," said
Dr. Jolm C. Philley, MSU executive vice president for academic affairs. "He has more than 20
years of management experience to draw upon in this new administrative role."
Henson came to MSU in 1969 as director ofthe Adron Doran University Center and
University Center Services and taught part-time for several years. In 1987, he joined the business
faculty full-time.
He holds the B.A. degree from Arkansas State College, the B.S.E. degree and M.S.E.
degree from Arkansas State University as well as the M.H.E. degree from MSU.
Prior to coming to MSU, Henson was assistant director of the Carl R. Reng Center at
ASU. He is active in the National Business Educators Association and its southern and state
affiliates as well as the International Society of Business Educators.
Henson is an associate with the state Department of Education's Region Seven Service
Center and is one ofMSU's state educators with the Kentucky Teacher Intern Program. He also
is a frequent presenter at professional meetings.
A member of the Kentucky-West Virginia District of Optimist International, he is a past
distinguished president of the Morehead Club and a past distinguished lieutenant governor of
Zone I. Active in the Clearfield Baptist Church, he is a past president of the MSU Quarterback
Club.
Henson and his wife, Nancy, are the parents of a son, David.
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Aug. 30, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Juggler Bill Fry will appear at Morehead State University on
Wednesday, Sept. 4, at 9:15p.m.
The performance, which is free and open to the public, will be held in the Crager Room,
Adron Doran University Center.

Fry, a former International Juggler's Champion, has been the opening act for Rodney
Dangerfield and Dana Carvey. His campus visit is being sponsored by MSU's Student
Government Association and Student Activities Council.
Additional information is available by calling (606) 783-2071.
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Aug. 30, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Country music star Tracy Lawrence will headline a concert on
Thursday, Oct. 3, at Morehead State University's Academic-Athletic Center. The concert, which
begins at 8 p.m., also includes Tracy Byrd and newcomer Mila Mason.
Tickets will go on sale Tuesday, Sept. 3, at $20 for the general public and $15 for
full-time MSU students. They are available at the following locations: Downtown Video in Mt.
Sterling; County Market in Maysville; Martin's Department Store in Jackson and Morehead;
MSU Extended Campus Centers in Ashland, Prestonsburg and West Liberty; Video Fantastic and

Main Street Music in Morehead, and MSU's

A~n

Doran University Center. All seating is

reserved.
Hailing from Foreman, Ark., Lawrence became a quick success upon his arrival to ·
Nashville in 1991. His first two albums went platinum, spawned several number one hits, and
earned him the 1993 Academy of Country Music's Top New Male Vocalist Award.
Since then, his five albums have sold more than five million copies and produced 11
chart-topping hits. His newest album, Time Marches On, is his first studio release in almost two
years.
Byrd, a native of Vidor, Texas, also has produced several number one hits to go along
with a platinum selling album. Mason, who is from Dawson Springs, Ky., plans to release her
first album in early September.
The concert is sponsored by MSU's Student Government Association. Additional
information is available by calling (606) 783-2071.
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TRACY LAWRENCE TO PERFORM AT MSU
Country music star Tracy Lawrence, along with Tracy Byrd and Mila Mason, will perform in
concert at Morehead State University's Academic-Athletic Center on Thursday, Oct. 3, at 8 p.m.
Tickets, which are $20 for the general public and $15 for full-time MSU students, go on sale
Sept. 3 at these locations: Downtown Video in Mt. Sterling; County Market in Maysville;
Martin's Department Stores in Jackson and Morehead; MSU Extended Campus Centers in
Ashland, Prestonsburg and West Liberty; Video Fantastic and Main Street Music in Morehead,
and MSU's Adron Doran University Center. The concert is sponsored by the University's
Student Government Association. Additional information is available by calling (606) 783-2071.
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Aug. 30, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Do you have some free time that you would like to use to help
others?
WMKY 90.3 FM, member-supported public radio from Morehead State University, is
looJ.dvg for listener volunteers to answer telephones and record pledges during its 1996
Membership Campaign.
The on-air campaign begins Oct. 12 and continues until the station reaches its goal of
$20,000, according to Angela Mullins, MSU regional development officer. If you would like to
be a part of this year's campaign, contact Mullins at (606) 783-2373 by Sept. 27.
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Aug. 31, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.···A Morehead State University faculty member has received national
recognition for his work at WMKY, member supported public radio from the MSU campus.
Dr. John Vincent Modaff, associate professor of speech and communications, was
awarded Best News/Commentary in the radio division of the American Legion Auxiliary's 1996
"Heart of America" National Media Awards.
His commentary, "Why not install a B-chip," which aired originally on WMKY in March
1996, dealt with the absurdity of various state and federal laws and the need for what he called a
"b-chip." The brain chip, according to Dr. Modaff, could provide much-needed common sense
in humans and would be a technological improvement over the v-chip. The v-chip, now required
in the manufacture of TV sets, assists parents in protecting children from programming they deem
objectionable by providing the option to block the availability of certain channels.
"Heart of America" judges cited Dr. Modaff's grasp of the issues in making the award.
The "Heart of America" awards are designed to recognize "exceptional journalistic work
which combines creativity with integrity," according to the American Legion Auxiliary.
Tom Lewis, WMKY news director said Dr. Modaffs work is an asset to the station,
noting that his commentaries have aired for more than 255 consecutive weeks on the station.
"Many of our listeners look forward to John's commentaries," Lewis said, noting that Dr.
Modaff is one of several regular volunteer commentators who donate their time and talent to the
station.
Pleased with the recognition, Dr. Modaff said, "The generous support ofWMKY
listeners makes a great honor like this possible. "
Dr. Modaff joins journalists from ABC News, the San Francisco Examiner, Glamour
Magazine and the Richmond Times-Dispatch in receiving the awards this year. Past recipients
include journalists from Life Magazine, Newsweek, Family Circle, and National Public Radio.
WMKY 90.3 FM is an affiliate of National Public Radio (NPR) and Public Radio
International (PRI), and features news and information programs, classical and adult alternative
music, and specialty programming.
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Aug. 31, 1996
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Morehead State University faculty members in the Department
of Music will present a voice recital on Thursday, Sept. 12, at 8 p.m. in Duncan Recital Hall.
Dr. Ricky Little, baritone, and Roma Prindle, soprano, both assistant professors of music,
will offer a program of scenes from Italian and American operas. They will be accompanied by
Mary Ellen McNeill, staff: accompanist in the department:
Now in his second year at MSU, Dr. Little teaches voice and singer's diction. Prindle
joined the faculty in 1993 1lld teaches voice and directs the· ensemble, OperaWorks.
'

The program will feature selections from Rossini's comic opera, "The Barber of Seville,"
including Figaro's aria, "Largo a! factotum;" Rosina's cavatina, "Una voce poco fe;" the duet,
"Dunque io son," and excerpts .from Verdi's dramatic masterpiece, "Rigoletto." The program
will conclude with a staged version of the farce "The Telephone," by Gian Carlo Menotti.
i

The concert is free and open to the public.
Additional information is available by calling MSU's Department of Music at (606)
783-2473.
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